


OUR FOUNDER
Our founder and creative director has been a leader in the 
creative design and digital space for more than 20 years and 
can be regularly found outbush around a campfire taking in all 
it’s creative inspiration. 

Leigh Harris, a proud member of the Kanolu and Gunggarri peoples from 
central and southern Queensland, ingeous studios is a well-established 
business with a strong commitment to its Indigenous roots. As a Supply 
Nation registered business, they actively support other Indigenous 
businesses and contribute to the empowerment of Indigenous 
communities.

Recognising the importance of nurturing the next generation, Leigh 
co-founded Indigenous Design Labs in 2019 in partnership with NorthSite 
Contemporary Arts. This initiative aims to share their wealth of knowledge 
and inspire young individuals to pursue careers in the digital design and 
creative industries. By offering opportunities and guidance through 
Indigenous Design Labs, ingeous studios is actively shaping the future of 
First Nations design.



We create bespoke First Nations designs that are cultural safe and 
diverse. In the ideation and creation of all designs we ensure that we 
depict the diversity of First Nation cultures throughout Australia. 

We use both Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures throughout 
our  designs to represent this diversity through modern design 
elements throughout our creatives.

As a First Nations owned and operated design agency, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
creatives are engaged throughout the creative process to ensure that the depiction of culturally 
safe elements in client designs. 



At ingeous studios we refer to all of our work as designs rather than 
artworks as they are descriptors of a product or service by an 
organisation or business.

We do not depict items directly related to our Dreamtime/Songlines 
through our designs nor talk directly about Country/Culture through 
these works as this is cultural safe and appropriate for us to do so.

Design
A Indigenous design is a descriptor of a 
program or product and does not speak 
directly to our Dreamtime/Songlines nor 
our Country/Culture.

Artwork
An Indigenous artwork speaks directly 
about our Dreamtime/Songlines or 
Country/Culture. 



We ensure that our designs are modern, unique and diverse 
in the representation and have representation of both 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures.

Things that we try and stay clear of showing in our designs 
are symbolisation that are significant to Central and Western 
desert language groups.

















ADAPTIVE
Building client capacity is a BIG plus.

We love working with industry standard creative tools like 
adobe creative suite and are masters of them, but not 
everyone is an adobe avenger.

What we love to do for our clients and since 2013 we have 
shown our clients how to work with Canva, while shouting it’s 
glory along the way and built our clients capabilities in design 
and building assets along the way with Canva.

Our clients love working with us and with Canva.

















IndigeDesignLabs
Indigenous Design Labs



Modern

Significant 
Stylised



Through increased digital ability and inclusion we can 
reshaping the digital world from the grass-roots and 
become a powerhouse for digital innovation, learning, 
collaboration in regional and remote Australia. 



Indigenous Design Labs (IndigeDesignLabs) is an 
experimental Indigenous creative learning lab which seeks to 
introduce young Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander creatives 
to digital design and creative industries.

This initiative operates as a social impact venture through the release and support real world design opportunities and 
contractual donations through the work of ingeous studio.



@IndigeDesignLab is a  partnership between NorthSite Contemporary Arts and 
Aboriginal design agency ingeous studios led by Aboriginal designer and digital 
creative Leigh Harris and assisted by Jamaylya Ballangarry-Kearins. The primary 
aim of @IndigeDesignLabs to grow the skills, experience of young Indigenous 
creatives in the design and technology industries of today through real world 
opportunities building and experiences.

Team @IndigeDesignLabs provides industry experiences expertises for 
participants in graphic design, photography, video production and digital 
production (UI/UX) and experimental technologies. @IndigeDesignLabs we seek 
to developing immersive storytelling in natural and man-made environments 
through the confluence of art, design, technology and culture. 

This initiative generously receives philanthropic support from The John T Reid Charitable Trusts and operates as a social impact venture through the 
release and support real world design opportunities and contracts through the work of ingeous studio.

https://northsite.org.au/
https://ingeousstudios.com/
https://instagram.com/IndigeDesignLabs
https://indigedesignlabs.com.au/#
https://www.johntreidtrusts.com.au/


Graphic Design 

Photography and Video Production 

Digital production (Social media/online collateral)

Website and app (UI/UX) 

and experimental technologies. 



Process
Designs 























BRING
 

YOUR
 

NEXT
 

PROJECT
 

TO LIFE
 ingeous studios is a full service Indigenous 

design agency and digital creative studio 
based in Cairns specialising in creating 
unique and impactful experiences for both 
new and existing brands.



@ingeousstudios 
www.ingeousstudios.com 

INNOVATE  \  DESIGN  \ CREATE


